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ENTERTAINMENT 
MERCHANDISING ON 
CONNECTED DEVICES
Increase Viewing



LOOPER TODAY

Across PVoD/EST/VoD/SVoD/AVoD - our solution tracks 
products on digital shelves in order to ensure compliance 
and maximise visibility to increase revenue, maximise 
merchandising opportunities and track competitors. 

Clients: Amazon, Universal, Sony, A+E Networks
Team: 38
Founded: Jan 2017
Market Launch: April 2019
Labs: London, Los Angeles, Munich, Paris
Model: SaaS

Old Shelf

New Shelf
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TODAY’S PROBLEM

“Users can only see 5% of available content and 
they scroll through even less”

‘Promoting’ content through digital retailers should 
be straightforward, but it’s not.

● No real-time visibility of content (and its 
performance) on shelves.

● Inability to make informed decisions to 
optimise your content marketing and 
placement

● 1000+ digital markets with massive content 
range and huge audiences, across multiple 
devices
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TODAY’S SOLUTION: VISIBILITY

Looper Visibility: Product data from any connected platform 
to grow users and viewing 

Use cases:
Content Owners (Sony, A+E) - Are all my products on the shelf , 
priced correctly and are my titles Visible on each VoD store User 
Interface (UI) or in the deep catalog? What placement drives my 
sales?

VoD Stores (Prime Video, Peacock) - We need data to get better 
placement to increase viewing and customer acquisition. What 
placement drives my views? What placements should I pay for?

Platforms (Apple TV, Samsung, Sky, Xfinity), - Which VoD 
Stores, Apps and titles do I make Visible to sell more devices? 
How can I sell more placements?
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HOW WE DO IT

We have Looper Labs operating in London, Los Angeles, 
Munich and Paris

The labs use our proprietary hardware and software 
solution to capture & interpret data from any Smart TV, 
Set Top Box, Games Console or Streaming device

AI algorithms convert the UI into data, providing key 
insights on where content is placed and promoted, and 
for how long
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ANALYTICS

COMPLIANCE AND PERFORMANCE

Insights & reports to suit P&L owners, marketing, analytics, 
account / partner management and operations

PLACEMENT VS VIEWS
Placement data to see how your Apps & Titles are being 
displayed over time

Overlay your viewing or sales data to generate insights on 
placement ROI

Build Earned Media Placement values and R.O.I calculator for 
paid promotions
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3.8 X

1.3 X

2.1 X
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SPECIFIC PLACEMENT VALUE ON PERFORMANCE*

* All Looper SaaS subscribers get access to the data science team



WHY LOOPER?

Unlocking insights, across marketing, sales, strategy & analytics, 
operations teams and for the P&L owner

Key users;

P&L owner - Drive revenue gains and cost savings with Visibility and 
Insights on how to best optimise your Merchandising

Marketing - Real time knowledge on what titles and apps are being 
promoted, where and for how long

Account management - Negotiate better placement armed with your and 
your competitors placement data

Strategy & Analytics - Historical datasets to correlate placement against 
viewing, subscribers and downloads. Calculating earned media value

Operations -  Title by title compliance with avails and pricing policies
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09 WHO WE WORK WITH

“Now that we’re using the Looper Insights 
platform, my time has freed up to focus on the 

things that deliver the biggest benefit to our 
company….

Over only a short period, we’ve seen a drop in 
priority issues that need to be resolved and I 

now have more time to effectively manage our 
EST business.”

Michael Rycyzyn 
A+E Networks

We are already working with some of the world’s most 
successful platforms and distributors:
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OVER 100 PLATFORMS 

Global - iTunes, Google Play, Amazon Prime 
Video, Chrome/Google TV, Roku, Amazon Fire, 
Apple TV, XBox, PS, Samsung, LG, Panasonic

Local - Vudu, Xfinity, DirecTV, Sky UK, Vizio 
and more

Frequency - when the store is updated

Looper Labs - London, L.A and Munich

   

   

  

   



Appendix



Joyn on Apple TV DE

● Within the ‘Apps’ section of Apple TV DE, there 

are 17 spots in total within the Top Carousel, 

which gives plenty of room for a range of apps to 

be promoted 

● With Joyn being the 6th suggested app in the 1st 

row, ‘Stream It Now’, the app should claim its 

right to sit within the Top Carousel with a 

standout placement

● Joyn does claim a Top Carousel placement within 

the ‘Discover’ section in the 4th column, 

however, could be doing more with this 

opportunity



Joyn on Apple TV DE

● Within the Top Carousel of the ‘Discover’ section, 

the vast majority of artwork fails to pop on store,  

being too busy and all with similar, bland 

colouring

● Joyn could experiment with a pop of colour in 

their artwork, like Peacock did in the US, to stand 

out and capture the attention of users


